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1.) Open box. Unwrap pieces and find bag of hardware. See 
box above for what hardware should come with each unit.

2.) Locate Part #3 (Top Support Hinged Piece) and Part A 
(Back Support Leg). Attach Part #3 to Part A using 3 - 1¼" 
wood screws.  

Open hinged piece and align 3 predrilled holes on Part A 
with predrilled holes on Part #3. Secure with screws.

(HINT: Start screws from outside to inside, just as tip of 
screw appears, align with predrilled holes and continue 
securing.) 

Set aside.
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3.) To assemble frame, lay Part B & Part C parallel to each other on even working surface. Precut slots will be facing in 
and pre-drilled holes will be close to work surface. Position Part #2 (Support Piece with Chain) crosswise between Parts 
B & C, lining up the predrilled pilot holes. The chain will be facing down as it will later be attached to Part A (Back Support 
Leg). Attach, using 4 - 1½" wood screws. (HINT: Start screws from outside to inside, just as tip of screw appears, align 
with predrilled holes and continue securing.)  If you are assembling the Large Artist Organizer you will have one more 
step attaching Part #1 (Plain Support Piece). You will follow the same procedure aligning predrilled holes and attaching 
with 4 - 1½" wood screws.  

4.) To attach Part #3 to frame, lay back support leg (previously assembled piece) on working surface so attached foot is 
facing up. Hinged piece will be open and facing up. Align predrilled holes on ends of Part #3 with Parts B & C. Align with 
predrilled holes and finish securing with 4-1½" wood screws. (HINT: Start screws from outside to inside, just as tip of 
screw appears, align with predrilled holes and continue securing.)  

5.) Carefully stand your organizer up on the frame and the back support leg. Secure chain to organizer using the 1⁄2"  
screw in the predrilled hole. Lastly, unwrap your small and large shelves and put into desired slots.

Large  12 - 11 ⁄ 2" Wood Screws 
Artist 3 - 11 ⁄4" Wood Screws 
Organizer: 1 - 1 ⁄ 2" Silver Screw 
#887136 2 Large Shelves
 4 Small Shelves

Large Organizer 
#887136

NOTE: On the Large Artist Organizer you will be 
attaching 3 Pieces. On the Large Artist Organizer 
there will be corresponding numbers 1, 2 and 3 
actually on the frame and the support pieces. The 
pieces are identified as numbers in the illustration. 


